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This timely reader of seminal papers published by
Palgrave on behalf of Comparative Economic Studies,
examines how and why foreign banks enter emerging
markets and the positive benefits they bring to the host
countries.
You Don't Owe Anyone is for perfectionists, workaholics,
people pleasers, and strivers who feel stuck in the tryhard cycle. Sharing her experiences as a life coach and
recovering perfectionist, Caroline Garnet McGraw shows
us how we can free ourselves from the weight of
expectations and encourages us to move our lives
forward without apology. Inspired by the author's viral
essay "You Don't Owe Anyone an Interaction," this book
invites us to make surprising choices that can help us get
unstuck. Rather than offering more ways to effect
change through sheer effort, these personal stories
serve as a compassionate witness, a reflection of our
own perfectionistic tendencies. They also are a wakeup
call jolting us out of our martyr mentality and inspiring us
to move in new, positive directions. Through simple,
accessible coaching practices, You Don't Owe Anyone
shows us what it looks like to refuse to over-function in
the old ways. It invites us to make the same surprising
choices that have helped McGraw and her clients move
past perfectionism, empowering us to quiet our fears and
heal our hearts.
Learn All About Crackers. Get your copy of the best and
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most unique Cracker recipes from BookSumo Press!
Come take a journey with us into the delights of easy
cooking. The point of this cookbook and all our
cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of
cooking simply. In this book we focus on methods of
cooking with Crackers. The Easy Cracker Cookbook is a
complete set of simple but very unique Cracker recipes.
You will find that even though the recipes are simple, the
tastes are quite amazing. So will you join us in an
adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the
Cracker Recipes You Will Learn: Buttery Goobers 2
Ingredient Crackers Matzo Meal Crackers Condensed
Chocolate Chip Crackers Australian Style Strawberry
Cracker Bites 3 Ingredient Ranch Crackers Memphis
Inspired Strawberry Cracker Pie Vanilla Cracker Spread
Chipotle Crackers Sophisticated Pecan Graham
Crackers Brown Rice and Quinoa Crackers The People's
Republic of Crackers Garden Party Crackers Buttery
Retreat Snack Simple Saltines with Chili Powder Oyster
Cracker Classic Ketogenic Spinach and Coconut
Crackers Tropical Spread Much, much more! Again
remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try
some new things. Also remember that the style of
cooking used in this cookbook is effortless. So even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting,
creating them will take minimal effort!
Living in the LightA Guide to Personal and Planetary
Transformation: Easyread Super Large 20pt
EditionReadHowYouWant.comInfinite PlaylistsHow to
Have Conversations (not Conflict) with Your Kid about
MusicKregel Publications
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Large 8.5 Inches By 11 Inches Attendance Log Book.
100 pages of attendance records 30 Names Per Pages
Get Your Copy Today
In this volume, leading scholars from the fields of
communication, educational psychology, and
international education address what is known about the
strategic role of interpersonal communication in the
teaching/learning process. Instruction often involves
spoken communication that carries information from
teacher to learner, and in these instances the teacher's
skillful and strategic use of language has a measurable
impact on learning outcomes. Thus, the cumulative
findings of instructional communication research are
instrumental in maximizing the efficiency and
effectiveness of both teaching and learning. Major
sections of this volume include: Historical and
Theoretical Foundations Instructor Characteristics and
Behaviors Student Characteristics and Outcomes
Pedagogy and Classroom Management Teaching and
Learning Communication Across the Life-span This
handbook serves researchers, professors, and graduate
students by surveying the collective findings of research
and experience concerning the intentional activity of
teaching and learning.

Introduction to Linear Algebra, Sixth Edition, is a
foundation text that bridges both practical
computation and theoretical principles. This book's
flexible table of contents makes it suitable for
students majoring in science and engineering as well
as students who want an introduction to
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mathematical abstraction and logical reasoning.A To
achieve this flexibility, the authors focus on three
principle topics: matrix theory and systems of linear
equations, elementary vector space concepts, and
the eigenvalue problem. This highly adaptable text is
appropriate for a one-quarter or one-semester
course at the sophomore/junior level, or for a more
advanced class at the junior/senior level.
This book describes an approach to software
management based on establishing an infrastructure
that serves as the foundation for the project. This
infrastructure defines people roles, necessary
technology, and interactions between people and
technology. This infrastructure automates repetitive
tasks, organizes project activities, tracks project
status, and seamlessly collects project data to
provide measures necessary for decision making.
Most importantly, this infrastructure sustains and
facilitates the improvement of human-defined
processes. The methodology described in the book,
which is called Automated Defect Prevention (ADP)
stands out from the current software landscape as a
result of two unique features: its comprehensive
approach to defect prevention, and its far-reaching
emphasis on automation. ADP is a practical and
thorough guide to implementing and managing
software projects and processes. It is a set of best
practices for software management through process
improvement, which is achieved by the gradual
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automation of repetitive tasks supported and
sustained by this flexible and adaptable
infrastructure, an infrastructure that essentially forms
a software production line. In defining the technology
infrastructure, ADP describes necessary features
rather than specific tools, thus remaining vendor
neutral. Only a basic subset of features that are
essential for building an effective infrastructure has
been selected. Many existing commercial and noncommercial tools support these, as well as more
advanced features. Appendix E contains such a list.
‘SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in SURGERY’ provides a
broad range and style of questions, not only for
medical students preparing for their final exams, but
also for those clinicians preparing for their
postgraduate exams. This book includes over 200
single best answer questions (SBAs), 400 extended
matching questions (EMQs) and 100 short answer
questions (SAQs), giving the reader a wide variety of
topics to test their exam knowledge and technique. It
is an invaluable educational resource for exam
preparation and to help you succeed. Over 700
questions on the core medical subjects. • Compiled
by a team of junior doctors with recent final exam
and postgraduate specialty exam experience. •
Overseen by experienced doctors to ensure
relevance and accuracy. • The broad medical
curriculum is covered in a succinct and consistent
style. • Clear and concise answers are provided. •
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Easy accessible information to facilitate revision on
the move. • Enables the reader to assess their
knowledge and help identify gaps in their knowledge
to target revision. • The following main specialties
are covered: - Upper gastrointestinal surgery; Lower gastrointestinal surgery; - Vascular surgery; Breast surgery; - Urology; - Neurosurgery; - Ear,
nose and throat surgery; - Trauma & orthopaedics; Fluids & electrolytes. Watch out for our other titles in
the MedQ4exams series: - Medicine - The
Specialties - Practice papers
Infinite Playlists is a handy guide to healthy
conversation between parents and kids. Writing as
both father and music-lover, Stocker calls parents to
recognize music as a gift from God so they can help
their kids determine the emotional, physical, and
spiritual influences of their song choices. He offers a
balanced look at the difference between Christian
and secular music, and gives practical guidelines
parents and kids can follow to choose appropriate
music—together.
With everything readers need to know about how to
execute their research project, this book is written
specifically for information systems (IS) and
computing students. It introduces key quantitative
and qualitative research methods, makes sense of
underlying philosophies, and will help readers
navigate and assess existing published academic
papers. Throughout readers are supported by
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pedagogical features such as learning objectives,
explanations, discussion questions, evaluation
guides and suggestions for further reading.
This book begins with the memory of the invasion of
China by Japan, of a child under five years of age,
from a prominent Catholic Family, living under the
French quarter of Shanghai, protected from the
Japanese invader until Pearl Harbor. His love of
physics eventually led him to work for the leading
scientific laboratories, Bell Labs, IBM, etc. Discovery
of new technologies is largely by accidents, while
discovery of the world we live in is mainly by careful
observations, such as the discovery of the planet
Pluto. He suggested that Darwin's theory of survival
of the fittest should include survival of the best
Technology. Evolution and disasters involve the rate
of change. Any sudden changes too fast to be
adapted lead to disasters. Therefore, what is good,
usually allows sufficient processes to respond to
sudden changes. Discovery of radically new
technologies is largely by accidents, while discovery
of our world is by careful observations, such as the
discovery of the planet Pluto. As a naturalized
American citizen for 50 years, he has something to
say for the great American Society. We need to keep
on top in circumstances such as economy and
defense, not forgetting that it takes careful planning
and execution in every category including research
and development that brought this nation to the top
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in the 20th century!
Evocating the Gods: Divine Evocation in the GræcoEgyptian Magical Papyri offers the first dedicated
analysis of the practice and context of theagogy (the
practice of ritually invoking a god or gods) within the
Late Antique world of Middle and Late Platonism.
Binding curses, erotic enchantments, necromancy,
and daemonic evocation are all explored
"A superior book. . . . Many readers will be surprised
to see that today's arguments about history
education follow the culture wars that go back to
almost the beginning of the republic. Moreau's
writing is engaging, with brilliant flashes of insight, as
well as balance and wit." -Gary B. Nash, Director of
the National Center for History in the Schools Taking
Frances FitzGerald's textbook study America
Revised as a point of departure, Joseph Moreau in
Schoolbook Nation challenges FitzGerald's premise
that the 1960s were the beginning of the end of the
glory days of American history education. Moreau
recounts how in the late twentieth century, cultural
commentators such as historian Arthur Schlesinger
Jr. and politician Newt Gingrich preached that a new
identity crisis had shaken American history in the
sixties, and that the grand unified view of our past
had given way to various interest groups, who
dismantled the old national narrative while
demanding a more "inclusive" curriculum for their
children. Moreau discovered, however, that
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American history, while grand, has never been
unified. Delving into more than 100 history books
from the last 150 years, the author reveals that the
efforts of pressure groups to influence the history
curriculum are nearly as old as the mustiest
textbook. "For those who would influence textbooks
and teaching-Protestant elites in the 1870s, IrishAmericans in the 1920s, and conservative politicians
today-the sky has always been falling," according to
Moreau. Schoolbook Nation offers a history lesson of
its own: when the story of the past is written or
rewritten, truth is often a victim. With its
comprehensive treatment of the subjects of honesty
and politics in the teaching of history, this is an
essential book on the side of truth in a complex
debate.
A gorgeously designed hardcover collecting a dozen
chapters of concept art and set photography to offer
a behind-the-scenes look at the most anticipated
paranormal action thriller of 2019! Explore the dark
and marvelous world of Hellboy like never before
through nearly one thousand pieces of art and
photography across 192 full-color pages. This
volume offers an inside look at the creation of the
newly reimagined cinematic epic based on the longrunning comic book masterpiece by auteur creator
Mike Mignola, starring David Harbour (Stranger
Things), Milla Jovovich (Resident Evil), Ian McShane
(John Wick), and Daniel Dae Kim (Lost). This tome
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is a must-have item for fans of supernatural cinema,
dark fantasy art, or ass-kicking heroic hellions.
For the first time ever, world-famous photographer
and fashion lighting instructor Frank Doorhof takes
you behind the scenes to reveal every step of his
model-photography workflow–the same workflow
that has made him a hero to photographers around
the world thanks to his practical, budget conscious,
no-nonsense approach. In this groundbreaking book,
Frank starts right at the beginning with how to find
models, find great locations, work with backgrounds
(you’ll be amazed at his tricks for creating stunning
backgrounds for just a few bucks), and work by
yourself or with a team (stylist, hair stylist, and
makeup artist) to create an image that will get your
photography noticed. Then, it’s on to an in-depth
look at the lighting setups and looks that made Frank
famous (complete with diagrams and detailed
explanations). You’ll see how Frank lights his
images (you’ll be shocked at how simple most of his
lighting setups are and you’ll be able to create these
same setups yourself), plus he covers the critical
little stuff nobody else is talking about, including: how
to calibrate your monitor (and why it’s so important);
how to use a color target to nail your color every
single time; and why (and how) to use a light meter
to get consistent, reproducible lighting each and
every shoot. Frank also shares his own retouching
techniques through step-by-step tutorials, and he
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takes you from start to finish through a number of
different looks so you can see exactly how it’s done,
and recreate these same looks yourself. If you’ve
ever wished there was one book that covers it all,
the whole process of photographing models from
start to finish, not leaving anything out, then this is
the book for you.
Help ensure consistent success in deploying
Microsoft® .NET Framework–based applications with
expert guidance, recommendations, and technical
information that span the deployment life cycle.
Drawing on the knowledge of Microsoft development
teams and the field experience of external
consultants, this guide shares proven practices for
planning, implementing, and maintaining .NET
applications, including orchestration among project
stakeholders, and technical issues unique to working
in the .NET environment. Developers and IT
professionals can use the guide whether they’re just
beginning their deployment planning, currently
implementing a deployment strategy, or updating a
solution that has already been rolled out to the
production environment. PATTERNS & PRACTICES
guides are reviewed and approved by Microsoft
engineering teams, consultants, partners, and
customers—delivering accurate, real-world
information that’s been technically validated and
tested.
In Cheap at Half the Price, by #1 New York Times
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bestselling author and master of the short story
Jeffrey Archer, the conniving Consuela Rosenheim
hunts down her ideal birthday present – and next
husband – in London. Will she accomplish her
biggest swindle yet, or will she finally get her just
desserts? The wily woman is, as Archer opens,
“naturally superior to men,” and a pure joy for
Archer fans new and old.
You need a new sales job and the clock is ticking.
The next 90 Days are going to be crucial to
determining whether you flame out in your new role
or crush it. You are beset on all sides with
challenges from financial insecurity to diminished
confidence. If only there was a guide to navigate the
minefield... THERE IS NOW! 90 Days of Failure, and
Some Success is a step by step guide to help you
make the right moves to find the right job and
flourish! Each step of the career transition journey is
explained from the perspective of someone who has
helped shepherd hundreds of sales people
successfully through the most uncertain time in any
career. You are not alone. There is help on the way.
You will succeed.
This handbook addresses the educational uses of
mindfulness in schools. It summarizes the state of
the science and describes current and emerging
applications and challenges throughout the field. It
explores mindfulness concepts in scientific,
theoretical, and practical terms and examines
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training opportunities both as an aspect of teachers’
professional development and a means to enhance
students’ social-emotional and academic skills.
Chapters discuss mindfulness and contemplative
pedagogy programs that have produced positive
student outcomes, including stress relief, self-care,
and improved classroom and institutional
engagement. Featured topics include: A
comprehensive view of mindfulness in the modern
era. Contemplative education and the roots of
resilience. Mindfulness practice and its effect on
students’ social-emotional learning. A cognitive
neuroscience perspective on mindfulness in
education that addresses students’ academic and
social skills development. Mindfulness training for
teachers and administrators. Two universal
mindfulness education programs for elementary and
middle school students. The Handbook of
Mindfulness in Education is a must-have resource
for researchers, graduate students, clinicians, and
practitioners in psychology, psychiatry, education,
and medicine, as well as counseling, social work,
and rehabilitation therapy.
The 1998 Revision includes changes and corrections
authorized by the Joint Steering Committee for
Revision of AACR since 1988, including
amendments authorized through 1997.
This is the first attempt at synthesis of the varied
data—ethnographic, historical, archaeological, and
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archival—on the impact of the Spanish conquest and
Spanish rule on Indian society in Peru. Although the
Huarochirí region is a source of most of the case
histories and illustrative material, this is not a narrow
regional study but a major work illuminating one of
the two centers, along with Mexico, of settled Indian
civilization and Spanish occupation in America. The
author delineates the basic relationships upon which
local Andean society was based, notably the kinship
relations that, under the Incas, made possible the
production of great surpluses and their efficient
distribution in a region where markets were totally
unknown. She then traces the impact of the Spanish
colonial system upon Andean society, examining
how the Indians responded to or resisted the political
structures imposed upon them, and how they dealt
with, were exploited by, or benefited from the
Europeans who occupied their land and made it their
own. This is the story of a social relationship—a
relationship of inequality and oppression—that
endured for centuries of Spanish rule, and inevitably
led to the collapse of Andean society.
This book is an invaluable resource with 400 selfassessment cases and data interpretation questions
covering all aspects of internal medicine. It has great
breadth of coverage, superb illustration, lively
presentation, precise answers and detailed
discussion.
Discusses the connections between food and
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history, natural law, the emotions, the environment,
the energy crisis, international order, and world
peace
Management Information Systems provides comprehensive
and integrative coverage of essential new technologies,
information system applications, and their impact on business
models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and
interactive manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the major
changes that have been made in information technology over
the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and
Interactive Session cases.
Expert Insight into the Engineering Aspects of Dairy Products
ManufacturingConsumer demand is constantly on the rise for
better and more nutritious dairy products, from traditional milk
to new, high-value added products like meal-replacement
drinks. This changing market preference reinforces the
importance of milk as a raw material in the food indu
Explores the theory and practice of corporate strategy in the
international hospitality industry. Each chapter includes
minicases, assignments and suggestions for further reading.
Hapgood's tour de force is back in print! This riveting account
of how earth's poles have flipped positions many times is the
culmination of Hapgood's extensive research of Antarctica,
ancient maps and the geological record. This amazing book
discusses the various pole shifts in earth's history -- occurring
when earth's crust slips in the inner core -- and gives
evidence for each one. It also predicts future pole shifts: a
planetary alignment will cause the next one on 5 May 2000!
Packed with illustrations, this book is the reference other
books on the subject cite over and over again. With
millennium madness in full swing, this is just the book to
generate even more excitement at the unknown possibilities.
Provides histories of companies that are a leading influence
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in a particular industry or geographic location. For students,
job candidates, business executives, historians and investors.
Advance Praise for Rich In America "I highly recommend
Rich in America to investors of all economic levels. While
certainly no company understands the wealthy better than
U.S. Trust, Jeff Maurer has done a wonderful job of turning
the wisdom he gathered during his distinguished career at
this venerable institution into advice that will benefit anyone
interested in making smarter financial decisions." -Charles
Schwab Chairman, The Charles Schwab Corporation "Jeff
Maurer is uniquely qualified to advise the affluent and those
who would be. Rich in America is packed with insight and
wisdom gleaned from his long and tremendously successful
career at the very pinnacle of wealth management." -Timothy
C. Forbes Chief Operating Officer, Forbes Inc. "For thirtythree years, Jeff Maurer helped build U.S. Trust Corporation
into one of the nation's most prominent and respected wealth
managers. In this book, Jeff combines his own experience
with the knowledge gleaned from a decade of U.S. Trust
research into who the affluent are, how they earned their
money, and how they keep it. The U.S. Trust approach to
building and maintaining wealth makes relevant reading for
anyone eager to provide for their own and their family's
financial well-being." -Alan J. Weber Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, U.S. Trust Corporation "Jeff Maurer has
distilled more than three decades of investment advice to
affluent clients into a concise, informative, and extraordinarily
readable work. Readers who are trying to preserve
accumulated assets, as well as those who are setting out to
build substantial wealth, will profit from this wide-ranging
book." -James Poterba Mitsui Professor of Economics, MIT
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